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How do second language learners acquire form-meaning associations in the second language 
that are inconsistent with their first language? In this study, we focus on subject pronouns 
in Italian and Dutch. A native speaker of the non-null subject language Dutch learning 
the null subject language Italian as a second language will not only have to learn to use 
and comprehend null pronouns, but will also have to learn to use and comprehend overt 
pronouns differently in the L2 than in the L1. The interpretation of Italian overt pronouns, 
but not of Dutch overt pronouns or Italian null pronouns, has been argued to require 
perspective taking, specifically the use of hypotheses about the conversational partner’s 
communicative choices to guide one’s own choices. Therefore, a related question is how 
perspective taking and cognitive constraints influence L2 acquisition of such forms. Using 
computational cognitive modelling, this study explores two learning scenarios. In cognitive 
model 1, second language acquisition proceeds in the same way as first language acquisition 
and is based on the same grammar. In cognitive model 2, second language acquisition differs 
from first language acquisition and involves the construction of a partly different grammar. 
Our results suggest that the second scenario may be cognitively more plausible than the 
first one. Furthermore, our models explain why second language learners of Italian perform 
less native-like on overt pronouns than on null pronouns.
Keywords: cognitive modelling, null pronouns, overt pronouns, Italian, second language 
acquisition
1. Introduction
1 One of the major puzzles in linguistic research is why second language learners often 
fail to achieve full native competence in their second language, as is evidenced by 
differences in their linguistic performance compared to that of native speakers. An 
influential hypothesis on second language acquisition is the Interface Hypothesis 
(Sorace & Filiaci, 2006; Sorace, 2011). According to this hypothesis, acquiring 
properties of the second language that reside in one linguistic domain (such as syntax 
or phonology) is not problematic, but acquiring properties of the second language 
that lie at the interface between syntax and another cognitive domain (in particular 
the interface between syntax and pragmatics) is difficult. This hypothesis was inspired 
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by the finding that, in a test of subject pronoun interpretation, highly proficient, 
near-native speakers of L2 Italian gave different responses from monolingual native 
Italian speakers with respect to overt pronouns (Sorace & Filiaci, 2006). This 
contrasted with their interpretation of null subjects, which was native-like.
2        A relevant question is why the interface between syntax and pragmatics is par-
ticularly difficult for L2 speakers. Is there a persistent influence of the learners’ L1 
on the L2 (as Tsimpli et al. [2004] suggest) and does the linguistic knowledge 
of L2 speakers therefore differ from that of L1 speakers? Or do L2 learners use 
different processing strategies to process interface structures? Arguing for the second 
type of explanation, Sorace (2011) states that L2 speakers are less efficient in their 
processing and integration of information from different domains in real time than 
monolingual speakers. However, differences in linguistic knowledge and differences 
in processing strategies are likely not independent. So how do linguistic knowledge 
and sentence processing interact in acquiring a second language?
3        Pronouns have often been used as a case study for investigating the acquisition of 
a second language. They may be particularly challenging to master at a native-like 
level, as pronominal reference is acquired “late” even by monolinguals and requires 
both language-internal (e.g., syntax) and language-external (e.g., working memory) 
resources and components to be developed and applied (Tsimpli, 2014). Indeed, it is 
known that bilinguals and second language learners struggle to become native-like 
in their interpretation (Serratrice, 2007; Sorace & Filiaci, 2006) as well as in their 
production (e.g., Serratrice et al., 2004; Torregrossa et al., 2019) of pronouns.
4        In this study we focus on subject pronouns in Italian and Dutch. A native speaker 
of Dutch learning Italian as a second language will not only have to learn to use 
and comprehend null pronouns, which occur in Italian but do not occur in Dutch, 
but will also have to learn to use and comprehend overt pronouns differently in 
the L2 than in the L1. How do differences in the pronominal systems of Dutch 
and Italian affect the L2 acquisition of Italian by L1 Dutch speakers? And how do 
cognitive processes influence the L2 acquisition of pronouns? Using computational 
cognitive modelling, which allows us to investigate the interplay between linguistic 
and cognitive constraints on sentence processing, this study aims to shed more 
light on these issues.
2. Theoretical background
5 In this section, we provide the theoretical background of our study. Section 2.1 
discusses the pronominal systems of Dutch and Italian and highlights the relevant 
differences. In Section 2.2, we introduce the method of computational cognitive 
modelling and the specific cognitive architecture used in this study, ACT-R. 
Section 2.3 discusses two earlier cognitive modelling studies on monolingual 
pronoun processing, one on Dutch and one on Italian, on which we base our 
models of L2 acquisition.
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2.1. Pronoun use and interpretation
6 In languages such as English and Dutch, overt pronouns are used to refer to 
entities that are prominent in the linguistic discourse (e.g., Ariel, 1990; Givón, 
1983). For example, in the English sentence pair “Yesterday John went to the 
movies. He had a great time”, the overt subject pronoun he in the second sentence 
refers to the individual John mentioned in the first sentence. The referent John is 
prominent in the linguistic discourse, because he was referred to in the preceding 
sentence. Another factor influencing prominence is syntactic role (Arnold, 1998; 
Torregrossa et al., 2015). In the sentence pair “Yesterday John went to the movies 
with his brother. He had a great time”, most native speakers of English will again 
interpret he as referring to John. This is because John in the first sentence is the 
grammatical subject, whereas his brother is a prepositional object. Because of its 
syntactic prominence, John is the most likely antecedent of the pronoun. If a 
referent is less prominent, for example John’s brother in the previous example, 
most native speakers will not use a pronoun to refer to this referent, but instead 
be more explicit and use a full noun phrase (Arnold, 1998; Givón, 1983). That is, 
they will say “Yesterday John went to the movies with his brother. His brother 
had a great time”.
7        Languages such as Italian, Spanish, Catalan, Romanian, and Arabic have a 
pronominal system that differs from that of English and Dutch. These languages 
are called null subject languages because, in addition to overt pronouns, they also 
allow null pronouns as subjects. Whereas in English and Dutch there is a division of 
labour between overt pronouns and full noun phrases, with overt pronouns generally 
referring to the most prominent referent in the linguistic discourse and full noun 
phrases referring to other referents, in null subject languages we see a similar division 
of labour between null pronouns and overt pronouns. Null pronouns are generally 
used to refer to the most prominent referent in the linguistic discourse, and overt 
pronouns are generally used to refer to a less prominent referent (cf. Carminati, 
2002; Filiaci, 2010; Tsimpli et al., 2004; Vogelzang et al., 2020).
8        For English and Dutch, it has been argued that the choice between an overt 
pronoun and a full noun phrase is not merely based on the preceding linguistic 
discourse. Rather, referential choice has been argued to also require the speaker to 
consider the perspective of the listener and to estimate whether the listener will be 
able to retrieve the intended referent on the basis of the form used (Hendriks et al., 
2008 and 2014). Suppose the speaker would like to use a pronoun. Placing herself in 
the perspective of the listener, however, the speaker could arrive at the conclusion 
that the listener will not be able to retrieve the intended referent for this pronoun, 
for example because the intended referent is not the most prominent referent in the 
discourse. As a consequence, the speaker should then block the pronoun and use a 
more informative full noun phrase instead. This illustrates the process of perspective 
taking, by which we mean the use of hypotheses about the conversational partner’s 
communicative choices to guide one’s own communicative choices.
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9        Evidence for the involvement of perspective taking in mature referential choice 
comes from children’s overuse of pronouns to refer to less-prominent referents 
(Hendriks et al., 2014). Further evidence comes from the observation of a correlation 
between children’s use of full noun phrases for less-prominent referents and their 
theory of mind abilities, that is, their understanding that other people have beliefs 
and intentions that are different from one’s own (Kuijper et al., 2015).
10        Likely, speakers of Italian face a similar task when deciding between a null 
pronoun and an overt pronoun. That is, a speaker of Italian intending to use a 
null pronoun might conclude – based on the linguistic discourse and the process 
of perspective taking – that the listener will not be able to retrieve the intended 
referent of the null pronoun in the given discourse, and may thus decide to use an 
overt pronoun instead.
11        This process of perspective taking may not only be relevant in pronoun produc-
tion, but also in pronoun comprehension. Vogelzang (Vogelzang, 2017; Vogelzang 
et al., 2020) argues that null pronouns in Italian are grammatically encoded to refer 
to the most prominent referent (i.e., the discourse topic), but that overt pronouns 
in Italian may be ambiguous in their reference. To disambiguate overt pronouns, the 
listener will have to reason about the referential choice of the speaker and whether 
the speaker would have used an overt pronoun to express the intended meaning. 
This process of perspective taking is expected to be cognitively demanding. Indeed, 
using pupil size as a measure of cognitive effort, Vogelzang et al. (2020) found that 
in monolingual Italian adults the increase in pupil size was smaller for null pronouns 
than for overt pronouns. This indicates that, in Italian, null pronouns are less 
costly to process than overt pronouns. A relevant question is how this process of 
perspective taking interacts with other factors in the acquisition of reference in a 
second language. To investigate this issue, we use the method of cognitive modelling.
2.2. Cognitive modelling
12 A relatively novel way to study the effects of cognitive constraints on human behaviour 
is through cognitive modelling. Cognitive modelling involves the development of 
computational models within a cognitive architecture. A cognitive architecture is 
an integrated theory of cognition that aims to describe and explain universal aspects 
of the human cognitive system, and at the same time is a piece of software that can 
be executed to yield actual performance. By developing models within a cognitive 
architecture, the models are guaranteed to satisfy the particular set of theoretical 
premises and assumptions the cognitive architecture is built on, which are derived 
from multiple experiments on human behaviour. Cognitive models additionally 
include the required knowledge to perform a particular task. They computationally 
simulate human behaviour on this particular task and generate predictions about 
human performance that can be empirically tested. Thus, the performance of cognitive 
models on a task can be compared to actual human performance on the same task. 
Similarities and differences between the output of the cognitive models and the 
output of human participants will provide insights into the way cognitive abilities 
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such as memory influence human performance on a task, for example resolving a 
pronoun in the native language or a second language.
13        In this study, we make use of the cognitive architecture ACT-R (Adaptive 
Control of Thought – Rational; Anderson, 2007; Anderson et al., 2004). ACT-R 
aims to explain human cognition as the interaction between functional modules. The 
ACT-R modules that are the most relevant for language processing are declarative 
memory and procedural memory. Declarative memory stores factual information 
as chunks. This factual information can be used if the chunk is retrieved from 
declarative memory. The higher the activation value of the chunk, the more likely 
it is to be retrieved and the faster it will be retrieved. Procedural memory consists of 
production rules (if-then rules) that are executed one by one. If several production 
rules meet the requirements for being executed, the production rule with the highest 
utility will be selected. Important properties of ACT-R are that all processing is 
serial and that each operation takes time. If production rules are often used in 
succession, they can be merged into a new production rule, making processing 
more efficient and faster (for details see Taatgen & Lee, 2003). Thus, experience 
results in higher processing speed.
14        In the context of language learning, experience equals language exposure: more 
language exposure results in higher processing speed. Further factors involved in 
language learning are the linguistic properties of the language to be learned, the 
linguistic knowledge the learner already possesses, the cognitive abilities of the language 
learner, and the cognitive constraints on language learning. The cognitive abilities of the 
language learner and the cognitive constraints on learning follow from the properties 
of ACT-R. In our cognitive models, these cognitive abilities and constraints interact 
with linguistic knowledge and linguistic processes in a way that we will discuss below. 
Other factors that have been argued to be relevant for second language acquisition, 
such as social factors (e.g., language status, situational features) and affective factors 
(e.g., attitudes, motivation, anxiety), will not be taken into account in this study.
15        Our cognitive models have in common with usage-based theories that first 
and second language acquisition are assumed to be influenced by general cognitive 
mechanisms and amount of exposure to particular forms (see Ellis & Cadierno, 2009, 
for an overview of the factors involved in usage-based accounts of second language 
acquisition). However, our cognitive models differ from usage-based theories in 
other aspects, for example in the use of formal-linguistic constraints and the relation 
between forms and meanings. Usage-based theories assume that language is made up 
of conventionalised form-meaning pairings, called constructions (see also Goldberg, 
2003), in which form and meaning are inextricably related (Ellis & Cadierno, 2009). 
In contrast, in our cognitive models the mapping from meaning to form in production 
and the mapping from form to meaning in comprehension are two distinct processes. 
As a consequence, language learners may relate a form to a particular meaning in 
production but not in comprehension, for example with pronouns, as we will see 
below. Through the interplay between formal-linguistic and cognitive constraints, 
form-meaning pairings gradually become established during language acquisition.
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2.3. Earlier cognitive models of pronoun processing
16 In this study, we investigate how language exposure interacts with linguistic and 
cognitive constraints when learning a second language. By second language we mean a 
language that is acquired after having acquired (substantial parts of) the first language. 
The second language in this study is Italian, which is a null subject language allowing 
for null subject pronouns in addition to overt subject pronouns. The first language in 
this study is Dutch, which is a non-null subject language very similar to English as far 
as subject pronouns are concerned. Focusing on the language pair Dutch-Italian allows 
us to benefit from the insights already obtained from the cognitive models developed to 
account for the use and interpretation of overt subject pronouns by monolingual Dutch 
adults and children (Van Rij et al., 2013) and the use and interpretation of null and 
overt subject pronouns by monolingual Italian adults and children (Vogelzang, 2017).
17        The cognitive models of Van Rij et al. (2013) and Vogelzang (2017) consist of 
two components. The first component is the discourse component. The discourse 
component keeps track of the referents in the linguistic discourse. If a referent is 
mentioned in the linguistic discourse, the model either adds a new referent to its 
discourse representation, or updates the information in memory about an existing 
referent. Each referent is represented as a chunk in declarative memory and has 
a certain activation value. The more often and the more recently a referent is 
mentioned, the higher its activation value. On top of this, the subject of the clause 
receives an extra activation boost to model the effects of syntactic prominence. The 
activation values of the various referents thus change over time. The referent with the 
highest activation value at a given moment is considered to be the most prominent 
referent and is identified as the discourse topic. However, due to the noise that is 
inherently present in ACT-R models, there is a possibility that sometimes a less 
prominent referent is accidentally identified as the discourse topic.
18        The second component of the cognitive models of Van Rij et al. (2013) and 
Vogelzang (2017) is the sentence processing component. Sentence processing takes 
place after the discourse component has identified the discourse topic. In the 
sentence processing component, linguistic constraints are implemented as chunks in 
declarative memory. These linguistic constraints are taken from linguistic accounts 
of pronoun use and interpretation (e.g., Hendriks et al., 2008; Vogelzang, 2017) 
that are cast in the constraint-based linguistic framework of Optimality Theory 
(OT – Prince & Smolensky, 2004). The sentence processing component can be 
used for both sentence production and sentence comprehension. To use a chunk 
for production or comprehension, for example a referring expression, a discourse 
referent, or a linguistic constraint, the chunk must first be retrieved from declarative 
memory by an ACT-R production rule. Since all operations in ACT-R take time, 
the application of a production rule also takes time. However, the more often the 
production rule is applied, the faster this process will be.
19        In sentence production as well as in sentence comprehension, the cognitive 
models incorporate perspective taking in the sentence processing component by 
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combining the two modalities in a two-step process. To comprehend a sentence, 
the models start with a comprehension step and select a particular meaning for 
the encountered form. This is followed by a production step to check whether the 
selected meaning is indeed the meaning giving rise to the encountered form in 
production. Vice versa, to produce a sentence the models start with a production 
step, followed by a comprehension step to check whether the intended meaning 
is indeed recoverable from the selected form. Since two steps take more time than 
one step, perspective taking is expected to take additional time. The more often the 
relevant forms and meanings have been encountered, the more often the relevant 
production rules were applied and the more likely it is that perspective taking is 
successfully completed.
20        In our study, we focus on sentence comprehension and consider two different 
cognitive models for learning pronoun meanings in a second language. In the first 
cognitive model, we assume that second language learning proceeds in the same way 
as first language acquisition and is based on the same set of linguistic constraints. 
In the second cognitive model, we assume that second language learning differs 
from first language acquisition and may involve the construction of a partly different 
grammar consisting of a partly different set of linguistic constraints.
3. Cognitive model 1
21 In our first cognitive model, model 1, we simulate the situation in which language 
learners start out with a universal set of linguistic constraints. In the linguistic 
framework of Optimality Theory, first language acquisition is hypothesised to 
proceed by adjusting the ranking of the constraints on the basis of positive evidence 
(e.g., Boersma & Hayes, 2001; Tesar & Smolensky, 1998). Theoretical analysis 
of the use and interpretation of pronouns in the two languages (see Appendix) 
suggests that the different patterns in Dutch and Italian are not characterised by 
a different ranking of the same constraints. Rather, differences seem to arise as 
a result of the different available anaphoric subject forms in the two languages. 
Therefore, in model 1 we adopt as a starting point for second language acquisition 
the grammar and constraint ranking of the first language. For the interpretation 
of subject pronouns, this means that learners with Dutch as their L1 learning 
Italian as an L2 apply their linguistic constraints for Dutch to Italian null pronouns 
and thus gain experience in applying the corresponding production rules. This is 
expected to result in changes in the activation of the production rules that may 
lead to native-like performance in Italian. The details of this approach will be 
explained below.
3.1. Characteristics and assumptions of the model
22 Model 1 contains the linguistic constraints on the use and interpretation of subject 
pronouns as implemented in ACT-R by Van Rij et al. (2013) for Dutch (the 
constraints are numbered by us for ease of exposition):
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RefEcon1: Avoid full noun phrases
RefEcon2: Avoid overt pronouns
ProTop1: Overt pronouns refer to the discourse topic
23        The first two constraints, RefEcon1 and RefEcon2, are part of a family of 
constraints promoting referential economy and punishing the use of linguistic material 
to refer to discourse entities. RefEcon1 being stronger than RefEcon2, it is more 
important to avoid full noun phrases than it is to avoid overt pronouns. Hence, 
overt pronouns are preferred over full noun phrases. The third constraint, ProTop1, 
restricts the interpretation of overt pronouns to reference to the discourse topic. It is 
violated by any occurrence of an overt pronoun that does not refer to the discourse 
topic. Hendriks et al. (2008) argue that, in the grammar of Dutch, the constraints 
are ranked in this order, with RefEcon1 and RefEcon2 dominating ProTop1.
24        As follows from the way these constraints are phrased, RefEcon1 and RefEcon2 
(and in fact the entire family of referential economy constraints) apply in production 
only, since the choice between two forms is only relevant in production. In contrast, 
ProTop1 applies in comprehension, when the optimal meaning must be determined 
for an overt pronoun.
25        In addition to the three constraints mentioned above, model 1 also contains the 
following constraint that is argued by Vogelzang (2017) to be relevant for Italian:
ProTop2: Null pronouns refer to the discourse topic
26        In model 1, which is the model implemented to account for subject pronouns 
in Dutch, the constraint ProTop2 initially is the weakest of the four constraints, 
as Dutch does not have null pronouns. Note that, although Dutch does not have 
null pronouns like Italian, Dutch subjects may be omitted if they are topics. This 
is called topic drop and is not restricted to subjects (see, e.g., Broekhuis & Corver, 
2016, where it is pointed out that in speech topic drop is more frequent with objects 
than with subjects).
27        These constraints interact to determine the optimal form for an input meaning 
(in production) and the optimal meaning for an input form (in comprehension) (see 
Appendix). In production, if a speaker of Dutch wishes to refer to the discourse 
topic, the speaker can either use an overt pronoun or a full noun phrase. Using an 
overt pronoun satisfies the constraint RefEcon1 (which punishes the use of full 
noun phrases). On the other hand, this referential choice violates the constraint 
RefEcon2 (which punishes the use of overt pronouns). Since using a full noun 
phrase violates the strongest constraint RefEcon1, whereas using an overt pronoun 
only violates the weaker constraint RefEcon2, an overt pronoun satisfies the total 
set of constraints better than a full noun phrase. Hence, an overt pronoun is the 
optimal form for expressing reference to the discourse topic.
28        If a speaker wishes to refer to a non-topic, an overt pronoun again is the 
optimal form. Again, a full noun phrase violates the strongest constraint RefEcon1 
(punishing the use of full noun phrases). So despite the fact that using an overt 
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pronoun violates the weaker constraint RefEcon2, an overt pronoun is the optimal 
form to refer to a non-topic. Indeed, this appears to be the pattern shown by Dutch-
speaking children, who overuse overt pronouns and also produce pronouns to refer 
to referents that are not prominent in the discourse (see Hendriks et al., 2014). As 
is argued by Hendriks et al. (2008), mature speakers of Dutch take an additional 
step in production and also consider the opposite communicative perspective of the 
listener. This allows them to check whether the intended meaning is recoverable by 
listeners from the form selected by the speaker. Taking the perspective of the listener, 
a mature speaker of Dutch will be able to conclude that an overt pronoun will be 
interpreted as the topic, which is different from the input meaning (a non-topic). 
Hence, this form must be blocked for expressing a non-topic meaning and a more 
explicit form must be used, which is a full noun phrase. As a consequence, mature 
speakers of Dutch use a full noun phrase to refer to a non-topic.
29        In comprehension, the listener’s task is to determine the meaning of the form 
heard. Here, we focus on whether a pronoun refers to the discourse topic or to 
another referent. Recall that the constraints RefEcon1 and RefEcon2 are only 
relevant in production and do not play a role in comprehension. Therefore, ProTop1 
determines how Dutch pronouns are comprehended. If a listener speaking Dutch 
encounters a Dutch sentence with an overt subject pronoun, selecting reference 
to the discourse topic as its meaning satisfies the strongest constraint ProTop1, 
whereas selecting reference to a non-topic meaning violates this constraint. As none 
of the other constraints are relevant for selecting the optimal meaning, the optimal 
meaning for an overt pronoun is reference to the discourse topic, in accordance 
with ProTop1.
30        The constraints of the grammar are implemented in the cognitive model as 
chunks, which must be retrieved from memory by production rules. The more 
often these constraints are used, the faster they are retrieved from memory. Thus, 
language experience through exposure to the relevant linguistic forms and meanings 
results in the model becoming faster and more efficient in processing these forms 
and meanings. When the model receives training in Dutch and is presented with 
overt pronouns and discourse referents, the model retrieves the chunks and uses the 
production rules for the first three constraints (RefEcon1, RefEcon2, ProTop1). 
Since Dutch does not have null pronouns, the constraint ProTop2 is not used by the 
model. Hence, the chunk for constraint ProTop2 and its corresponding production 
rules are still weak and are only retrieved from memory slowly.
31        Italian, as opposed to Dutch, has null pronouns. As a consequence, a speaker 
wishing to refer to the topic will use a null pronoun, as this form is the referentially 
most economical form in the language and hence satisfies the constraints best. For 
reference to a non-topic, a null pronoun also is the optimal form according to the 
constraints of the grammar. Therefore, this situation is similar to the situation in 
Dutch with overt pronouns. As Vogelzang (2017) argues, this is the pattern shown 
by Italian-speaking children, since their processing speed is still low. In contrast, 
the processing speed of mature speakers of Italian is sufficiently high to take into 
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account the perspective of the listener. Hence, they block null pronouns for reference 
to a non-topic because the listener will interpret a null pronoun as the topic, and 
will produce an overt pronoun instead.
32        In comprehension, a native Italian listener encountering a null pronoun will 
interpret this null pronoun as referring to the topic, in accordance with ProTop2. 
In contrast, an overt pronoun will be found ambiguous between a topic and a 
non-topic interpretation. To assign a mature non-topic interpretation to overt 
pronouns, listeners will have to consider the perspective of the speaker and block 
the topic meaning, as this meaning is expressed by speakers by using a null pronoun.
33        In model 1, the constraints and their ranking are the same for the L1 and the L2. 
In addition, the activation mechanism for discourse referents in the model is also 
the same in the L1 and the L2, and no differentiation is made between the syntactic 
structures of the two languages. Although this is a simplification, we believe this 
does not affect our modelling results since we focus on subject pronouns in one 
sentence type.
34        Now what would a mature Dutch listener do when encountering a null pronoun, 
as in Italian? Let us assume that the Dutch listener initially uses his or her Dutch 
grammar and Dutch constraint ranking to interpret this null pronoun. According 
to the constraint ProTop2, null pronouns refer to the discourse topic. At the same 
time, however, in accordance with the constraint ProTop1, according to the Dutch 
grammar overt pronouns also refer to the discourse topic. So a Dutch listener is 
predicted to interpret all encountered pronouns as referring to the discourse topic, 
irrespective of whether these are overt or null pronouns. The question we address 
using cognitive modelling is whether, and if so how, Dutch listeners learn to 
interpret Italian null and overt pronouns in a native-like way on the basis of linguistic 
experience only, given the cognitive constraints that are part of the cognitive model 
and given the linguistic assumptions specified above.
3.2. Language input to the model
35 Acquiring a language is only possible if the learner receives input in that language. 
As input in the second language, the cognitive model receives Italian sentences 
similar to the ones used in Tsimpli et al. (2004) and Sorace and Filiaci (2006). 
Each sentence consists of two clauses connected by a subordinate conjunction. 
The first clause contains a definite noun phrase as the subject and a definite noun 
phrase as the direct object, thus introducing two discourse referents. The second 
clause contains an overt subject pronoun (lui [he]) or a null subject pronoun (∅) 
that could be interpreted as referring to one of these two discourse referents. An 
example of an Italian sentence used in our study is [1].
[1] L’uomo saluta il ragazzo, mentre lui/∅ attraversa la strada
 the man greets the boy while he/∅ crosses the street
‘the man greets the boy, while he/∅ crosses the street’
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36        The corresponding sentences in Dutch, but with only overt subject pronouns 
(hij [he]) as the subject of the second clause, were used for training in and testing 
on the first language, Dutch. See [2] for an example of a Dutch sentence.
[2] De man groet de jongen, terwijl hij de straat oversteekt
 the man greets the boy while he the street crosses
‘the man greets the boy, while he crosses the street’
37        Ten different sentences in total were used for testing on each language. To obtain 
a sufficient number of sentences for testing purposes, per test phase the sentences 
were repeated several times. To prevent a learning effect taking place during testing 
as a result of the repetition of the test sentences, the discourse model was erased 
before each repetition.
3.3. Training and testing of the model
38 To provide a starting point for second language acquisition, the cognitive model is 
first trained on the first language, Dutch. The training data for the first language 
consist of overt pronouns. The task of the model is to determine for each pronoun 
whether it refers to the topic or to a non-topic. This procedure provides the model 
with experience in processing the linguistic constraints in the L1. In total, the 
model receives 2,000 training items. This phase simulates the acquisition and end 
state of the first language. Note that the term “training” in this study does not refer 
to explicit and conscious training, but rather to the language experience children 
receive and base their knowledge of their native language on. In this training phase, 
as in later training phases, the model does not receive explicit feedback on the target 
interpretation of the pronouns.
39        In the second phase, the model is tested on the L1 Dutch. This allows us to 
establish the model’s performance on overt pronoun comprehension in the L1 
and compare its performance to the performance of native speakers of Dutch. 
Different runs of the model simulate different participants; in total in our study the 
model simulates 20 different participants. Due to the noise in the cognitive model, 
performance differs slightly per simulated participant. The simulated participants 
all receive 40 test sentences containing an overt pronoun. The model’s task in the 
test is to determine the referent of this pronoun, which could be either the referent 
referred to by the subject of the preceding main clause (that is, the topic), or the 
referent referred to by the object of the main clause (that is, a non-topic).
40        Next, the model is tested on overt and null pronoun comprehension in Italian, 
and is then trained and tested on Italian pronoun comprehension twice. This is 
done to simulate a language learner (1) at the start of the process of second language 
acquisition without having received any input in the second language yet, (2) after 
having received some input in the second language, and (3) after having received 
a substantial amount of input in the second language. Again, the term “training” 
must be understood in an implicit and unconscious sense. The Italian items in the
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Figure 1 – Overview of the training phases (yellow) and test phases (green)  
in the L1 (Dutch, left) and the L2 (Italian, right)
training input contain pronouns in a proportion of 30% overt pronouns and 70% null 
pronouns (cf. Serratrice et al., 2004, and Lorusso et al., 2005, who report that 68% 
and 74%, respectively, of subjects were null pronouns in a sample of child-directed 
speech; unfortunately, as far as we know no percentages are available for the speech 
specifically directed to second language learners). The model’s task in the test is to 
determine the referent of the null or overt pronoun.
41        The different phases of the cognitive modelling procedure are listed below and 
are graphically represented in Figure 1.
Phase 1: Training in L1 (2,000 trials)
Phase 2: Testing on L1 (40 sentences, 20 simulated participants) – test 1 (Dutch)
Phase 3: Testing on L2 (40 sentences, 20 simulated participants) – test 2 (Italian)
Phase 4: Training in L2 (1,000 trials)
Phase 5: Testing on L2 (40 sentences, 20 simulated participants) – test 3 (Italian)
Phase 6: Training in L2 (1,000 trials)
Phase 7: Testing in L2 (40 sentences, 20 simulated participants) – test 4 (Italian)
42        In the next section, the results of the tests performed with this cognitive model 
are discussed.
4. Results and discussion of model 1
43 Figure 2 (test 1) shows the model’s performance on pronoun comprehension in the 
L1 Dutch. In our test materials, when the subordinate clause is encountered, the 
discourse topic is the entity referred to by the subject of the main clause. This is 
because this referent is the syntactically most prominent referent referred to by the 
previous clause. Therefore, selection of the subject of the main clause as the referent 
of the pronoun in the subordinate clause indicates reference to the discourse topic, 
whereas selection of the object of the main clause as the referent of the pronoun 
in the subordinate clause indicates reference to a non-topic. The model generally 
interprets the overt subject pronoun in the subordinate clause as referring to the 
subject of the main clause. That is, the pronoun hij [he] in the subordinate clause 
in [2] is taken to refer to the man in the large majority of cases (89%), and to the 
boy in only a minority of cases (the remaining 11%). This corresponds to the results 
of Vogelzang et al. (2016), who found that adult native speakers of Dutch select the 
subject of the main clause as the referent of an overt subject pronoun in 91% of cases.
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Figure 2 – Pronoun comprehension in L1 
(Dutch, test 1)
Figure 3 – Pronoun comprehension in L2 








































Figure 4 – Pronoun comprehension in L2 
after one training phase (Italian, test 3)
Figure 5 – Pronoun comprehension in L2 
after two training phases (Italian, test 4)
44        Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the model’s performance on pronoun comprehension 
in the L2 Italian after different amounts of training.
45        Without any training in Italian (Figure 3, test 2), the model interprets Italian overt 
pronouns as referring to the subject of the main clause in almost all cases (98%). This is 
different from the way overt pronouns are interpreted by native speakers of Italian; in a 
study by Vogelzang et al. (2020) with sentences like [1] in a story context, adult native 
speakers of Italian provided 39% subject responses for overt pronouns. Null pronouns, 
which were not encountered before by the model because Dutch does not have null 
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pronouns, are nevertheless interpreted by the model as referring to the subject in most 
cases (82%). This corresponds to the way the native speakers of Italian in the study by 
Vogelzang et al. (2020) interpreted null pronouns, providing 86% subject responses. 
The results of Tsimpli et al. (2004) with native Italian controls on sentences like [1], 
but in a task different from that of Vogelzang et al. (2020), show the same pattern of 
interpretations for overt and null pronouns, contrasting with the results of model 1. 
However, their participants gave lower percentages of subject responses overall: 7.6% 
subject responses for overt pronouns, and 50.75% subject responses for null pronouns.
46        After one training phase in Italian (Figure 4, test 3), the percentage of interpreta-
tions of overt pronouns as referring to the subject decreases (93%). In addition, the 
percentage of interpretations of null pronouns as referring to the subject also decreases 
slightly (79%). A second training phase in Italian (Figure 5, test 4) strengthens this 
pattern. This developmental pattern is even clearer in Figure 6, which presents the 
same data as in Figures 3, 4, and 5, but now ordered by amount of training.
47        The model results at the different test times were analysed using generalised 
linear mixed-effects regression models (“lme4” package in R, Bates et al., 2014). 
Models were constructed for null and overt pronouns separately, each time with 
interpretation (subject or non-subject) as the dependent variable, test time as a fixed 
factor, and intercepts for simulated participants as a random factor. For null pronouns, 
a significant decrease in subject answers was observed over time (i.e., over tests; ß = 
-0.01; z = -2.66; p < 0.01). For overt pronouns, a significant decrease in subject answers 
was observed as well (ß = -0.01; z = -4.51; p < 0.001). This decrease reflects that over 
time the model more often selects reference to a non-topic (non-subject). However, 
the model has not yet adequately learned in which situations non-topic reference is 
preferred, as even after a substantial amount of input in the second language (test 4) 
overt pronouns are still interpreted as referring to the subject 89% of the time.























Figure 6 – Comprehension of null pronouns (left) and overt pronouns (right) in L2 (Italian) 
without training (test 2), after one training phase (1,000 items, test 3)  
and after two training phases (2,000 items, test 4) in model 1
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48        These results indicate that reference of overt pronouns to the topic is difficult 
to un-learn. In Dutch, overt pronouns refer to the topic, but a speaker of Dutch 
learning Italian as a second language needs to un-learn this association for Italian, 
as in Italian overt pronouns do not refer to the topic. The observation that this 
association is difficult to un-learn makes sense in the model, since model 1 includes 
the constraint ProTop1 stating that overt pronouns refer to the topic, which is 
relevant in Dutch. The production rules for this constraint must be deactivated in 
order to obtain the Italian pattern of interpretation. Without any indication that an 
overt pronoun should not refer to the topic, however, this constraint may continue 
to be used for the resolution of overt pronouns by Dutch learners of Italian.
49        In contrast, reference of null pronouns to the topic is easy to learn, for two 
reasons. First of all, the constraint is already present in the grammar as part of the 
universal constraint hierarchy (see Section 3.1). And secondly, reference to the topic 
is the meaning most frequently selected by the model in the past. Therefore, it will 
be selected most often by the model. This follows from the cognitive constraints 
in the model: the more frequent the meaning, the easier it will be for the model 
to retrieve it from declarative memory and process it by applying the relevant 
production rules. In addition, because the production rules for reference to the 
topic have been used most often in the past (namely in the L1), they will be faster 
and have a larger probability of being selected.
50        One could argue that perhaps more training is necessary to achieve native-like 
performance on pronoun comprehension in a second language. To investigate this, 
we also modelled the process of second language acquisition with 10,000 rather 
than 1,000 items per training phase in the L2. Despite the much larger amount 
of language input in Italian (with 10 times as many training items in the second 
language Italian as in the first language Dutch), the developmental pattern remains 
largely the same. That is, the model still has the tendency to select the topic as the 
referent of an overt pronoun.
51        In summary, this first series of model simulations shows that without explicit 
feedback, reference of overt pronouns to the topic is difficult to un-learn in an L2 
when the L1 contains similar overt pronouns that refer to the topic. Recall that the 
Dutch grammar and Dutch constraint ranking were used for interpreting Italian 
as well; all constraints were shared between the two languages. However, it has 
also been argued that second language learners develop separate grammars (either 
almost completely separated, or interconnected to a lesser or greater degree, see 
Cook [2002] for discussion). In the following sections, where we consider a second 
series of model simulations, we investigate this option.
5. Cognitive model 2
52 In our second model, model 2, we simulate the situation in which language learners 
start out with a partially distinct set of linguistic constraints for the second language. 
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In this situation, the learner’s task when learning a second language is to learn 
which constraints, that may or may not be identical to those in the first language, 
are relevant for the grammar of the second language. For subject pronouns, the 
task of learners with Dutch as their L1 learning Italian as an L2 is therefore to 
learn that Italian does not have a constraint on the use and interpretation of overt 
pronouns.
5.1. Characteristics and assumptions of the model
53 Model 2 includes the following linguistic constraints on the use and interpretation 
of subject pronouns, which were also part of model 1:
RefEcon1: Avoid full noun phrases
RefEcon2: Avoid overt pronouns
ProTop2: Null pronouns refer to the discourse topic
54        The only difference between model 2 and model 1 is that, in contrast to model 1, 
in model 2 the grammar does not contain the constraint ProTop1, which specifies 
that overt pronouns refer to the discourse topic.
55        Removal of a constraint from the grammar is not compatible with the learning 
mechanisms proposed in Optimality Theory for first language acquisition. Rather, 
it suggests different learning mechanisms for second language acquisition and for 
first language acquisition. In model 2, removal of ProTop1 was implemented as an 
immediate decision of the model. One way to account for this decision is through 
explicit learning: the second language learner may have received explicit instructions 
about the use and interpretation of overt pronouns. This possibility is in line with 
the view advocated in usage-based linguistics (e.g., Wulff & Ellis, 2018) that, whereas 
first language acquisition depends primarily on implicit learning, second language 
acquisition is largely characterised by explicit learning. Another way to account 
for this decision is through implicit learning: based on the language input in the 
second language, the second language learner may realise that ProTop1 pertaining 
to overt pronouns does not hold for the second language. How exactly the learning 
process is motivated, whether it is an explicit or implicit process, and whether it 
is possible to implement this learning process as a process of gradual development 
rather than as an immediate decision is left for further study. We will return to 
this issue in the general discussion.
5.2. Language input to the model
56 The language input to model 2 is the same as the language input to model 1, see 
Section 3.2.
5.3. Training and testing of the model
57 Model 2 is trained and tested in the same way as model 1, see Section 3.3.
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6. Results and discussion of model 2
58 Figure 7 presents the performance of model 2 ordered by amount of training.
59        The model results at the different test times were again analysed using generalised 
linear mixed-effects regression models (see Section 4 for more details). For null 
pronouns, a decrease in subject answers was observed over time, but this effect 
was not significant (ß = -0.01; z = -1.38; p = 0.17). For overt pronouns, no effects 
were seen either (ß = 0.01; z = 0.19; p = 0.85). These results thus indicate that 
the beneficial effects of not using the constraint ProTop1 for the interpretation 
of overt pronouns is instant, without much learning taking place in additional 
training sessions.
60        So, without the constraint ProTop1 on overt pronouns, the cognitive model 
performs much more native-like even without much training. Performance of the 
model on null pronouns as well as on overt pronouns is similar to the results of 
Vogelzang et al. (2020), who found 86% subject responses for null pronouns and 
39% subject responses for overt pronouns in a study with adult native speakers of 
Italian. However, although the general pattern of interpretations is similar, the model 
shows more subject interpretations for overt pronouns than the native speakers 
in the study of Vogelzang et al. did. This is in line with the results of Sorace and 
Filiaci (2006; English second language learners of Italian) and Serratrice (2007; 
6- to 9-year-old English-Italian bilingual children), who both found more subject 
interpretations for overt pronouns for second language learners or bilingual children 
compared to their monolingual peers, despite showing native-like interpretations 
of null pronouns. Model 2 thus seems to capture pronoun processing as well as 
the pattern of non-native interpretations displayed by second language learners in 
experiments.




















Figure 7 – Comprehension of null pronouns (left) and overt pronouns (right) in L2 (Italian) 
without training (test 2), after one training phase (1,000 items, test 3)  
and after two training phases (2,000 items, test 4) in model 2
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7. General discussion
61 In this study, we addressed the question of how differences in the use and interpre-
tation of pronouns between Dutch and Italian affect the acquisition of pronouns in 
Italian as a second language by native speakers of Dutch. In addition, we wanted to 
know what role perspective taking and cognitive constraints play in the acquisition 
of pronouns in the second language. Using computational cognitive modelling, two 
learning scenarios were explored.
62        In cognitive model 1, second language acquisition was modelled in the same way 
as first language acquisition and was based on the same grammar. This grammar 
included the constraint ProTop1, which requires overt pronouns to refer to the topic. 
This constraint reflects the way overt pronouns are interpreted in the L1 Dutch, 
but is inconsistent with the way overt pronouns are interpreted in the L2 Italian. 
Our results show that, based on our linguistic and cognitive assumptions, the 
association in Dutch between overt pronouns and reference to the topic is difficult 
to un-learn in the L2 Italian. Even after a substantial amount of input in the L2, 
overt pronouns in the L2 were still interpreted as referring to the topic most of the 
time, due to the presence of the constraint ProTop1. This suggests that un-learning 
the association between a particular form and meaning in the L1 by weakening the 
relevant processing rules (i.e., production rules in ACT-R) and constraints (i.e., 
chunk activation in ACT-R) is not a cognitively plausible scenario for attaining 
native-like competence in a second language.
63        In cognitive model 2, second language acquisition was modelled differently from 
first language acquisition and involved the construction of a partly different grammar. 
Like model 1, this grammar included the constraints on referential economy and the 
constraint ProTop2 requiring null pronouns to refer to the topic, but did not include 
the constraint ProTop1 from the L1 requiring overt pronouns to refer to the topic. 
Without the constraint ProTop1, the model performed much more native-like, even 
without much training. This finding suggests that second language learners need 
to construct a grammar for the second language that is at least partially different 
from that of the first language to be able to learn aspects of the grammar that are 
different in the two languages. To learn these aspects, it is not sufficient that the 
processing rules for L1 constraints that are not consistent with associations in the 
L2 merely become weaker in the second language. Based on cognitively plausible 
assumptions (as incorporated in the cognitive architecture ACT-R) and linguistic 
assumptions (which are supported by empirical evidence from various studies), our 
models instead suggest that these inconsistent constraints need to be deactivated, 
so that the grammar and processing rules of the second language must be partly 
different from the grammar and processing rules of the first language.
64        This finding seems to be in line with conclusions of usage-based accounts, 
according to which learning a second language amounts to learning a new set of 
form-meaning mappings (Ellis & Cadierno, 2009). Consistent with usage-based 
accounts, this study also finds that second language acquisition is different from, 
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and more complex than, first language acquisition because knowledge of the L2 
is in competition with knowledge of the L1. However, note that the assumptions 
on which our conclusions are based are partly different from the assumptions of 
usage-based linguistics (see Section 2.2).
65        The learning strategy following from cognitive model 2 starts out with a grammar 
for the second language that could be maximally identical to the grammar of the 
first language, but deactivates constraints if there is evidence that these constraints 
are not relevant for the second language. This conclusion presents us with a learning 
puzzle: How can the second language learner learn that the constraint ProTop1 
is not relevant for the second language on the basis of positive evidence only? In 
model 2, we implemented removal of this constraint as an immediate decision, 
but clearly for the account to be cognitively plausible this constraint needs to be 
removed on the basis of evidence available to the learner. Earlier, we suggested two 
options: through explicit instructions about the use and interpretation of overt 
pronouns, or through implicit learning. Implicit learning requires that the language 
learner encounters examples where overt pronouns in Italian do not refer to the 
discourse topic. These examples are not infrequent, so this may provide us with a 
plausible account of how ProTop1 is un-learned. An example of the relevant learning 
evidence could be formed by the following Italian sentence taken from Sorace and 
Filiaci (2006), in which the overt subject pronoun lei [she] refers to the object and 
non-topic Giovanna, and not to the subject and topic Mario: Quando Mario chiama 
Giovanna, lei è contenta [when Mario calls Giovanna, she is happy]. However, only 
if we simulate the learning process on the basis of this type of evidence through 
cognitive modelling is it possible to determine whether this potential account is 
compatible with our cognitive assumptions.
66        In our study, we modelled the interpretation of overt pronouns in Italian, in 
contrast to the interpretation of null pronouns in Italian and overt pronouns in 
Dutch, as a process requiring the listener to consider the perspective of the speaker. 
This accounts for the pattern of interpretation of Italian pronouns. In particular, it 
explains the division of labour between null and overt pronouns in Italian, according 
to which null pronouns generally refer to topics, whereas overt pronouns refer to 
less-prominent referents. In our cognitive models, perspective taking is modelled as 
a two-step process requiring sufficient processing speed and language experience to 
be completed successfully. If perspective taking is not completed successfully, overt 
pronouns are interpreted as referring to the discourse topic. Since, in our cognitive 
models, processing overt pronouns is more complex than processing null pronouns, 
which do not rely on perspective taking for their interpretation, our models predict 
that second language learners perform less native-like on overt pronouns than on 
null pronouns. Indeed, the second language learners and bilingual learners in the 
experiments by Sorace and Filiaci (2006) and Serratrice (2007) tended to assign more 
topic interpretations to overt pronouns than monolinguals do. Thus, our cognitive 
models are able to predict and capture the pattern of non-native interpretations 
displayed by second language learners in experiments.
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67        To conclude, we investigated the acquisition of overt and null pronoun 
 interpretation in L2 Italian, using the method of computational cognitive mod-
elling. This method allowed us to investigate the effects of linguistic and cognitive 
constraints on pronoun interpretation in a second language, giving equal weight to 
the formal-linguistic account of pronoun interpretation and to its interactions with 
general cognition. This shows the potential of cognitive modelling to investigate 
further issues in second language acquisition, such as individual differences in L2 
interpretation and processing based on, for example, variation in working memory 
capacity, or the various stages in second language development. Ultimately, this 
method may provide a “cognitively grounded” theory of linguistic competence 
in a second language.
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Appendix
This appendix presents the analyses in Optimality Theory supporting the theoretical 
accounts discussed in Section 3.1. The device used in Optimality Theory to show 
how constraint interaction yields a particular output is called a tableau. In a tableau, 
constraints are listed in the top row from left to right in order of decreasing strength. 
The input of optimisation is provided in the top cell of the first column. Possible 
outputs are listed below the input. Constraint violations for a particular candidate 
output are marked with an asterisk (*) in the corresponding cell. A fatal constraint 
violation (i.e., one that makes the candidate output suboptimal) is marked with an 
exclamation mark (!). Grey cells indicate that the corresponding constraint does 
not apply. The pointing finger (☞) indicates the optimal candidate, which is the 
output of optimisation.
Dutch (cf. Hendriks et al., 2007; Hendriks et al., 2014)
Input: Topic RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop1
☞ Overt pronoun *
Full noun phrase * !
Tableau 1 – Production of a topic in Dutch.  
Considering the perspective of the listener (Tableau 3) does not change the output
Input: Non-topic RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop1
☞ Overt pronoun *
Full noun phrase * !
Tableau 2 – Production of a non-topic in Dutch.  
Considering the perspective of the listener (Tableau 3) results in blocking an overt pronoun  
for a non-topic meaning and selecting a full noun phrase instead
Input: Overt pronoun RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop1
☞ Topic
Non-topic * !
Tableau 3 – Comprehension of an overt pronoun in Dutch.  
Considering the perspective of the speaker (Tableau 1) does not change the output
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Input: Full noun phrase RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop1
☞ Topic
☞ Non-topic
Tableau 4 – Comprehension of a full noun phrase in Dutch.  
Considering the perspective of the speaker (Tableaux 1 and 2) results in  
blocking a topic meaning for a full noun phrase and selecting a non-topic meaning
Note that adding the constraint ProTop2 (null pronouns refer to the discourse topic) 
to the grammar of Dutch would not change the pattern shown in Tableaux 1-4, as 
ProTop2 does not apply to candidate outputs without a null pronoun.
Italian (cf. Vogelzang, 2017)
Input: Topic RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop2
☞ Null pronoun
Overt pronoun * !
Full noun phrase * !
Tableau 5 – Production of a topic in Italian.  
Considering the perspective of the listener (Tableau 7) does not change the output
Input: Non-topic RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop2
☞ Null pronoun
Overt pronoun * !
Full noun phrase * !
Tableau 6 – Production of a non-topic in Italian.  
Considering the perspective of the listener (Tableau 7) results in blocking a null pronoun  
for a non-topic meaning and selecting an overt pronoun instead
Input: Null pronoun RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop2
☞ Topic
Non-topic * !
Tableau 7 – Comprehension of a null pronoun in Italian.  
Considering the perspective of the speaker (Tableau 5) does not change the output
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Input: Overt pronoun RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop2
☞ Topic
☞ Non-topic
Tableau 8 – Comprehension of an overt pronoun in Italian.  
Considering the perspective of the speaker (Tableaux 5 and 6) results in  
blocking a topic meaning for an overt pronoun and selecting a non-topic meaning
Input: Full noun phrase RefEcon1 RefEcon2 ProTop2
☞ Topic
☞ Non-topic
Tableau 9 – Comprehension of a full noun phrase in Italian.  
Considering the perspective of the speaker (Tableaux 5 and 6) results in  
blocking a topic meaning for a full noun phrase and selecting a non-topic meaning
Note that adding constraint ProTop1 (overt pronouns refer to the discourse topic) 
to the grammar of Italian would change the pattern of interpretation of overt 
pronouns. Overt pronouns would then incorrectly be interpreted as the topic in all 
cases. However, as in Tableau 8, considering the perspective of the speaker would 
result in the mature Italian pattern by blocking a topic meaning and selecting a 
non-topic meaning instead.
